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The wild search function is a useful tool to search for products using a wild card so that all 
items containing a certain string of characters can be found. 

Within a sales order, click on the wild search tab along the top to view the wild search tab.  

 

 

 

The filter box (1) can be used to find items.   

To apply wild card searching the percentage sign (%) should be used.   

Once a search term has been entered, hit enter on the keyboard or refresh (2) to view the 
results in the grid below.  

Select all or none buttons (3) can be used to tick all or none items in the grid below.  This is 
useful to quickly add all of the items which meet your search onto the order.  

When adding items to an existing order, the action (4) is used to either add the lines to the 
existing order (default) or replace everything in the order with the wild search items.   

The “in stock items only” tick box (5) is used to toggle whether the system searches through 
all items or only items where there is stock available.  

The apply to order button (6) is used to add any ticked items to the order.  This will use the 
action setting (4) to determine how to add the lines.   
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Once lines are ticked (7) in the grid and added to the order they will be put into the order 
grid below (8).  

 

Notes on the wild searching 

Percentage symbols (%) must be used to find non-exact search strings.   

For example, entering the search term “TShirt” will not produce results if there are no items 
with ONLY TShirt in their name or description in the system.   

Nothing is returned in this example as there are no items which only contain the word 
TShirt.  

 

To return all item which begin with tshirt, the search term Tshirt% could be entered.   

This will only find items which begin with Tshirt as a % was not entered at the beginning of 
the term.  Only 1 item is returned in the example as this is the only item beginning with 
TShirt.  
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To search all items which contain TShirt anywhere in the name or description %TShirt% 
would be entered.  As the wildcards are at the beginning and the end of the search it will 
return anything which has Tshirt within it.  

Many more results are now returned as there are lots of items which contain TShirt in the 
middle of the name/description.  

 

 

Extra strings can be applied to narrow down the search results further.  This is where the 
wildcard search becomes very powerful.   

To find all TShirt items for the colour blue the following search can be entered.  

%TShirt%Blue% 

 

An additional search could also be applied for size.   

To find all blue tshirts in XL size the following could be entered.  

%Tshirt%Blue%XL% 

 

 

The wild search is really useful to quickly narrow down search results when lots of items 
may match the initial search results.   


